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WTF?.... “Welcome to the Future?”
Uber, the world’s
largest taxi
company, owns no
vehicles.

Alibaba, the most
valuable retailer,
has no inventory.

Facebook, the
world’s most
popular media
owner, creates no
content.
Airbnb, the world’s
largest
accommodation
provider, owns no
real estate.

A VUCA World

of ACES

Mobility

Volatile

Autonomous

Uncertain

Connected

Complex

Electric

Ambiguous

Shared

Ride Share Driving: A New Overriding Need for
Used Vehicles
Uber & Lyft

Why does this industry
need specifically used
vehicles in such volume?

What is the
need volume &
vehicle mix?

How can you profitably
and flexibly get in the
game as a scalable
“manufacturer” of used
vehicles?

“It’s not the strongest of the species
that survives, nor the most intelligent
that survives. It is the one that is most
adaptable to change.”

“It’s still Day 1 of the Internet and of
Amazon.com: Though we are optimistic,
we must remain vigilant and maintain a
sense of urgency.” *

-Charles Darwin

-Jeff Bezos
* Concludes every annual letter to shareholders by reminding readers of this, since his first annual letter in 1997

Change is Evolution…

Invented Digital
Photography in the
mid 80’s …dismissed
it.

In 2000, NetFlix Founder
Reed Hastings approached
Blockbuster CEO John
Antioco and asked for
$50M to sell and merge
the companies… NetFlix is
now worth $150B

MaaS Will Dramatically Effect Vehicle Ownership

Source: Deloitte University Press, The future of mobility: What’s Next? 2017 Issue 20
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MaaS Will Dramatically Effect Vehicle Ownership

Source: ARK Investment Management LLC | ark-invest.com

Vehicle Evolution - MaaS Business
GET IN TODAY…
SO YOU CAN LEAD TOMORROW

PAST

OFFLINE
VEHICLES
• Private vehicles

• No online support

YESTERDAY

SERVICE
INTEGRATION

TODAY

FUTURE

VEHICLE AS A
SERVICE

MOBILITY AS A
SERVICE

• Enhanced vehicle
interfaces

• Car services such as
vehicle sharing

• Integration of local
services

• Private
• Fleet
• Public

• Intermodal mobility
with different
offerings and mobility
schemes
• Customized mobility
on demand based on
individuals

What Do
These
Valuation
Predictions
Mean for the
Future?
IHS Markit Predicts
from 2017 to 2040:

More miles
than ever travelled
by cars
Global vehicle miles
travelled up 65%
from 2017 to 2040

Fewer cars needed
by individuals
Vehicles sold
decrease by 33%
from 80M to 54M

Good News:
Deriving
Revenue &
Profit per mile
generates more
$ than the one
time sale of a
vehicle

OWNERSHIP

SHARED

annual revenue

annual revenue

= Used Vehicle Sales x Price

= Miles Driven x Cost/Mile

= 35.5 M x $19,000

= (260M vehicles x 15K yearly) = 3.9T

= $675 billion dollar industry

miles

= 3.9 trillion miles x 60.8 cents per mile

= $2.37 trillion dollar industry

675,000,000…

237,000,000,000,000

Remarketing Institutions are Changing and Adapting

Cox takes a deeper dive into mobility
“The multibrand industry player, with more than $7 billion in revenue
last year, expects the new mobility business to dwarf its cash-cow
Manheim auction business within a decade, according to an internal
memo obtained by Automotive News.”
“Cox expects the division to grow to revenue of $100 million to $150
million in the next few years, and then balloon into a $5 billion business
in a decade, according to the memo.”

As Dealer and Consumer Base is Expected to Shrink?

New Age of Transportation Expected to
Thin Auto Dealer Ranks
“There are about 9,000 (dealership) owners now,” O’Neil
says. “By 2030, we think there will be 1,000. That’s drastic.”

Wouldn’t want to
be a service
provider to the taxi
industry these
days…
Now worth about 100K today!

Example of Adapting Business Model
– Traditional Leverages Emerging…
•

Owns a Stake in Lyft Inc.

•

Controlling position in Hertz Global Holdings

•

2,300+ Service Centers – Icahn Automotive Group
(Pep Boys, Auto Plus, Driveline Systems, Precision
Tune Auto Care)

•

Sold Federal Mogul Holdings Corp (aftermarket
parts) to Tenneco (Board Seat & 36% of surviving
company)

….if MaaS Vehicle Providers are Causing this Reduction in Private
Ownership, Why Not Explore “Fishing Where the Fish Are”
Lyft Growth:
2018 - 2.16B
Up 103% year over year

Uber Growth:
2018 - 11.3B
Up 43% year over year

Approximate Fleet Size
in the US:
1M vehicles

Approximate Fleet Size
in the US:
2M vehicles

The Worst Kept Secrets of Uber & Lyft:

Largest fleets in the USA, yet do
not manage their fleet – each is
just a software platform

Critical need for new drivers,
approximately 50,000 new drivers
sign up a month & 40% of new
applicants do not have vehicles

Good News: Supplying New (or Almost New) Vehicles
to Satisfy Ride Sharing Needs Just Doesn’t Pencil Out…
Loss $9,000 per vehicle with
cap cost of less than $30,000 in
18 months… (40,000 vehicles)

The Fact that No One
Seems to Acknowledge:
3 & 4 Year Old Remarketer’s
Vehicles from a Cost/Use
Perspective are the best
“assets” to fill the vehicle needs
of Ride Share Drivers

Industries’ Best
Kept Secret:
In almost every metro
area in the US there is
a critical shortage of
vehicles for potential
ride share drivers!

Approximately 50,000 New
Drivers sign up to Drive for
Uber & Lyft Per Month in
the US Alone

Turn-over of Ride
Share drivers is roughly
50% annually

Roughly 40% of “Casual”
(the most desirable)
potential Ride Share drivers
do not have a vehicle or an
appropriate vehicle to drive

All new approved
drivers have a clean
DMV & passed a
background check

Every Day all over the US Individuals are put Into the
rental business by peer to peer Car Sharing networks –
Turo, HyreCar, etc. - to profit from this shortage of vehicles
– Hertz, Avis, Flexdrive all are using slightly new vehicles
to fill this overwhelming need but this is not optimal
(someone takes a hit)

Facts:
Insatiable demand for 3
& 4 Year vehicles for Ride
Share drivers

Dealers are best suited
to administrate and
satisfy these “temporary
vehicle” needs, as most
all Ride Share renters
want to become owners
& dealers make sales –
Need vehicle supply

Remarketers have the
highest volume, scalable,
almost “on-demand”
predictable supply of
used, Ride Share ready
vehicles
(4 door, compact, fuel efficient
vehicles are the most in demand)

So What Does This Mean for Remarketers?
Maybe A New Solution to an Old Problem….
Are There Vehicles in the
Portfolio that are
“Under Water”?

Traditionally your
choices are:
• Take a hit
• Park them (and pray)

What if you could
continue to collect your
full lease payment (or
more) continue to write
it down, and 1/3 of the
time generate a
profitable retail buyer
for the vehicle, through
your franchised dealer?

Leveraging the Current and Future Growth
of Ride Sharing

New Way to
Extend a Lease

New Way to
Buy a Vehicle

Car Sharing
for Ride
Sharing with
a ‘Path to
Ownership’

Fit for Both Remarketer & Dealer

Highly profitable today
with little upfront
investment
(turnkey platform available today)

Can scale with quickly
with national
distribution and lead
generation

Additional dealer and
OEM benefits - feeds
traditional sides of the
business

• Vehicle Sales
• Fixed Operations

Business Model:
Remarketer

Dealer Charges

$ 35

a day
(full maintenance)

95%

utilization

3000

average miles
per month

Monthly Gross Return

$ 1030

-$ 154

less DIA 15%

-$ 103

servicing
allowance (10%)

$ 773
Keep Writing Down the
Vehicle with Ride Share
Rental Fees
Offer for Sale When
Depreciated Value = ACV

net revenues

•

Share Net Revenues with Dealer Servicer

•

Offer Vehicle Buy Out When the
Time/Price is Right

Everyone Wins
Dealer

Remarketers

Fulfills requirements for MaaS
adaption / adoption strategy
• Highly profitable with little up
front investment – administers
supply to new customers with
a piece of the action
• Scalable – dealers implement
with 1000s of vehicles
• Feeds traditional sides of the
business
• Vehicle sales – “Path to
Ownership”
• Fixed operations –
vehicles utilized 6x
Dealer Prepared for MaaS Future

Solve the traditional problem of
using revenue stream to calculate
execute predictable revenue
stream to offset book v. acv, with
buyout option extended to
dealer/driver

On demand employment +
sustainable vehicle cost =
changed lives

• Creates profitable new
business for dealers &
prepares for the future

• “Path to Ownership” for those
previously “unbankable”

• Generates new loyal owner
base
• Improves lives

Drivers/Consumers

• Sustainable rental vehicle
pricing with insurance and
maintenance

• Successful ownership leads to
improved credit score,
becomes “prime” customer

The Growth in Car Sharing for Ride Sharing at the Promoted at the
Retailer Level Becomes the New Way to for Cash Strapped, Credit
Challenged Consumer to Buy a Vehicle
•

A new source of prospects that pay you to “test drive” that have clean DMV &
background check

•

62% of car buying public are credit challenged – get your share of the best
prospects

•

Payment and credit rehabilitation starts at the Car Sharing platform level, building
you and the dealer a potential loyal new customer base, with no risk

Additional Dealer Benefit:

Adaption/Adoption –
Car Sharing for Ride
Sharing

Bridges gap of the needs of
emerging & current
transportation Infrastructure
– profitably merges tradition
and future.
Dealership provides “full service”
(insurance + maintenance) temporary
used vehicles to Ride Share (Uber/Lyft)
drivers, with a clear “path to
ownership” for future vehicle purchase
– with credit repair and purchase
incentives.

Overwhelming Demand Meets Volume Supply Market Tests

SCENARIO 1
NJ dealer offers free credit repair to Ride
Share drivers on the Platform, with 90 Day
“Path To Ownership” Rent-to-Own program.
2,000 person limited email blast - 400
drivers sign up in the first 24 Hours, the
demand is still overwhelming, garners
referrals in the first week.

SCENARIO 2
Subprime finance company reconditions
repossessions, works with dealers and puts
them on client dealer lots for sale or ride
share rental (or rent-to-own).
Tests in Miami & Orlando, and within six
months operating in TX, NC, SC with
hundreds of vehicles.

Dealer’s Turnkey “Car Sharing for Ride Sharing” Technology –
You Set the Program, 95% of the Rental Work Done By the Platform

SOFTWARE
PLATFORM

INFRASTRUCTURE

• Dealer facing fleet
onboarding and
management
dashboard

• Dealer on boarding
manager, dealer
relations
representative

• Customer/Driver
screening, vehicle
selection interface

• Collections and
driver relationship
managers
• Free Credit Repair +
- not complaint if
provided at
dealership

INSURANCE
PLATFORM

TRAINING &
BEST PRACTICES

LYFT
RELATIONSHIP &
DRIVER
DEMAND

• Assurant backed

• PassTime GPS
telematics order
portal (discount &
drop ship)

• National support for

• Pricing and policy
recommendation
and training

• New Driver Business
Development
Manager support in
40 major regions

‘path to ownership’

How this Could Work:
• Focused on Subprime and Uber &
Lyft Drivers
• Dealership ‘Path to Ownership”
process path
(credit repair, etc.)

• Supplies digital information on
selected vehicles

APP INTEGRATION
INSTITUTIONAL
REMARKETER

• Integrates into consumer app through
dealer partners

NATIONAL
ADVERTISING
• Service providers – auctions, etc.
provides logistics infrastructure
• Remarketed vehicle transport to
dealer
• Ride share dealer floorplan
financing
• Delivery to Driver/Renter/Buyer

• CloudOne provides scalable sales
infrastructure
INSTITUTIONAL
REMARKETING

• 214 seat call center
(currently processes 40,000 subprime
appointments per month)

• Dealer network BDC support (currently
2,000 dealer clients)

Car Sharing for Ride
Sharing

STAGE 1

Wholesale Car Sharing at the
store

Providing/Servicing Remarketers
Vehicles to current Ride Sharing drivers
•

Low Cost/Risk – High Return

•

Additional High Profit Department

•

Additional Vehicle Sales

•

Additional Fixed Operations Revenues

•

New Customer Acquisition at No Cost

A Strategic Approach to
Entering MaaS

STAGE 2

Retail car sharing/
subscriptions at the store

Future Longer Term Benefits of Getting Your Client
Dealers in the Mobility as a Service Business –
Profitably with Remarketer Vehicles

Future “fleet” offerings to MaaS industry & customers
•

Builds on foundation platform Software/Hardware, Insurance etc. Set-Up

•

Additional profit from car sharing department

•

Retain current customer; no migration to 3rd
Parties

•

Additional fixed operations revenues

QUESTIONS?
New Commercial
Remarketing
Opportunities:
Leveraging the Insatiable
Need for Ride Share
Vehicles

